Towards a better understanding of fish contribution to carbon flux
OCB workshop report: March 4-5, 2019

Summary:

This workshop, held March 4-5, 2019 at Rutgers University, was attended by 14 researchers from 11 different institutions. The workshop focused on synthesizing the existing research on fish carbon flux, discussing challenges in measuring fish carbon flux, and determining approaches for estimating fish contribution to carbon flux on variable scales. Presentations interspersed with group discussions were specifically targeted toward best approaches for determining: fish biomass on regional and global scales, relative amounts of carbon forms produced from fish (i.e., release of sinking fecal pellets, excretion of particulate inorganic carbon and dissolved organic carbon, respiration of carbon dioxide), and carbon flux estimates from fish biomass (i.e., bioenergetics, size-based allometric relationships, stable isotopes).

Participants:

Workshop participants: Standing from L to R - Clive Trueman, Rod Wilson, Santiago Hernández-León, Kenneth Rose, Adrian Burd, John Dunne, Angela Martin; Sitting from L to R - Grace Saba, Deborah Steinberg, Stephanie Wilson. Other Fish Carbon working group participants that were unable to attend the meeting include: Nicola Beaumont, Joe Salisbury; Guest presenters at the workshop (not pictured): Olaf Jensen, Charles Stock
Monday, March 4, 2019

Overview of Project and Workshop Goals
*Presentation by Grace Saba, Fish Carbon Work Group Lead*

The ‘biological pump’, the vertical transport of biologically generated dissolved or particulate organic matter from the surface to the ocean’s interior, plays a key role in ocean biogeochemistry and food webs. Active transport of carbon via diel vertically migrating (DVM) organisms as well as passive transport via their rapidly sinking fecal pellets are major contributors to the ‘biological pump’. With more than 500 studies measuring zooplankton flux, there is a wealth of knowledge of zooplankton active and passive transport and their contributions to carbon flux. However, fish contribution to the biological pump is a complete unknown. To our knowledge, less than ten studies have estimated active transport in DVM fish and only five studies focused on direct measurements of fish passive flux. Mesopelagic DVM fishes from these few studies can contribute ~30-40% of total carbon flux through respired and excreted carbon byproducts. Furthermore, all reports on fish fecal pellets thus far have demonstrated the formation of cohesive, durable, rapidly sinking fecal pellets. Additionally, two studies revealed that fish contribute up to 15% of total oceanic carbonate production (inorganic C) via the formation and excretion of various forms of precipitated (non-skeletal) calcium carbonate from their guts.

This information is essential to not only determine its potential for a food source for benthic organisms, but also to improve parameterization of key processes affecting the biological pump and to develop more accurate regional and global carbon models. Only then can we begin to understand interannual and seasonal/spatial variability and long-term changes of fish fecal flux, food web regulation of carbon flux, and evaluate the potential role of environmental factors and climate change on fish carbon flux. This working group is aimed at synthesizing existing knowledge of fish carbon flux, investigating the challenges associated with estimating fish contribution to the biological pump, and paving a path forward to develop approaches to begin filling some of the gaps in this much needed research. The overarching goals of the working group are to synthesize the existing research on fish carbon flux, recognize the challenges in measuring fish carbon flux and discuss approaches to resolve them, develop research priorities to fill the large gaps in understanding fish carbon flux, and identify opportunities to obtain resources needed to move this research forward. Since its inception, this working group has been meeting virtually, on average, every three months to assign tasks to complete in between calls in order to address these goals. The in-person workshop was aimed at completing some tasks and making significant progress on the more challenging aspects of some of these tasks. The specific goals for the workshop were as follows:
• Finalize Paper 1: Synthesis, Challenges, Gaps, Research Priorities, Assign specific tasks with deadlines for completion
• Make as much progress as possible on Paper 2: Outline emerging methods, and first attempt at estimating global and/or regional carbon contributions
  o Finalize Approaches for Fish Biomass Estimates, Passive and Active Fish Carbon Fluxes, Comparisons to Total Carbon Flux and Zooplankton Flux
  o Assign specific tasks with deadlines to complete Paper 2
• Discuss Potential Proposals for Filling Gaps

Fish Carbon Synthesis, Challenges, Gaps, and Research Priorities
Presentation by Angela Martin followed by Group Discussion

Through web conference calls and ongoing iterations of a draft manuscript, the group has conducted a synthesis of knowledge on fish carbon flux and has developed a list of research challenges and research priorities. This is still an ongoing process, and the group is still working on incorporating thoughtful content for the manuscript. Specifically, the group is currently in the process of completing a summary of available methods for flux measurements to highlight the gaps, an approach to overcoming identified research challenges, and a prioritized list of the research needs.

Fish Biomass: Challenges and Best Approaches
Presentations by Olaf Jensen and Charles Stock followed by discussion

Dr. Olaf Jensen summarized four approaches to estimate fish biomass. These include:
1) Scaling up density estimates: Estimate an areal density from data collected from trawl or hydroacoustic surveys and multiplying by area. However, challenges exist in making these estimates. Catch efficiency from trawl surveys has uncertainty due to herding effects or escapes, and bias in scaling up hydroacoustic surveys caused by scattering other types of organisms (i.e., siphonophores) can occur.
2) Energetic approach: From primary production measurements, scale up energy movement through food chain to fish biomass using an estimated value of trophic transfer efficiency (i.e., 10%). This approach is currently used in EcoPath and EcoSym models, and has also been described previously in Ryther 1969 and Pauly and Christensen 1995. However, uncertainty in this approach occurs when making required assumptions as to what proportions of biomass of each trophic level is fish and the trophic transfer efficiency.
3) Size-based models: Using size-based relationships between trophic levels such that the slope of the size spectrum is predictable and the proportion of fish at each size in the size spectrum can be estimated (Jennings and Collingridge 2015). This approach assumes predation is size-structured, but not all predation follows this pattern.
4) Stock assessment data: Mathematical models used to estimate the size and productivity of fish or invertebrate stocks using index of abundance (i.e., trawl surveys) and how much is removed to see if the amount harvested is making an impact on the annual reproduction of stocks. However, this is limited because stock assessments are used only for specific targeted fish and, although there are some global stock assessment data bases (i.e., RAM), the tropics do not have good stock assessment data because of the operational cost. Additionally, productivity and standing stock are confounded and not equal.
All of these different approaches incorporate a modeling aspect of variable scale, and they can produce very different estimates by an order of magnitude that could be used to bound the estimates of biomass, and subsequently fish carbon contribution. Using a snapshot of biomass is valuable, but for estimating the role of fish in carbon flux, information about the flux of fish biomass over some time interval is also necessary information. Following the presentation, the group discussed potential spatial and vertical scales at which fish biomass and carbon flux could be determined and approaches that were most appropriate for global vs regional analysis.

The presentation by Dr. Charles Stock focused on the challenges of incorporating fish in biogeochemical models as well as past and ongoing efforts to do so. Energy flows decay very rapidly from phytoplankton to fish, so using net primary productivity to estimate fish biomass or abundance is not sufficient. Incorporating trophodynamics (i.e., trophic transfer efficiency) is a necessary step and there is high uncertainty in these estimations. Uncertainties in biomass estimation at each trophic level can greatly impact the biomass estimate at the highest trophic levels. Furthermore, regionally the trophodynamics vary greatly and will likely cause sharp spatial and vertical gradients in fish importance with respect to carbon flux. Newly developed models such as those that include fish size and functional type (Petrik et al. 2019) are promising for mechanistically resolving fish biomass at different trophic levels. From a discussion following the presentation, the group decided that a review of available models for estimating fish biomass should be included in the synthesis paper and should discuss strengths and weaknesses for each.

**Tuesday, March 5, 2019**

**Getting Carbon Estimates from Fish Biomass**

*Presentations by Kenneth Rose and Clive Trueman*

Dr. Rose described several model options to estimate carbon production from fish. These include the classical bioenergetic models (Wisconsin [Kitchell] and Dynamic Energy Budget [DEB]) and an Aquaculture model. The Wisconsin (Kitchell) model considers consumption, respiration, specific dynamic action, egestion, excretion, and egg production. Growth is typically estimated from the model. It does not incorporate mortality and reproduction. The inclusion terms are not independent as patterns in consumption effect all other parameters in the model equation. The terms of this model relate to Cmax, or the maximum the fish can eat; however, fish are likely not always eating at their full capacity and could bias model output. There are ongoing efforts to uncouple the models and incorporate food availability to reflect more realistic conditions. The model is daily time-stepped, and all processes are temperature and size dependent. Although there are many versions of the equation, typically consumption is the only

Modified from Dr. Olaf Jensen presentation “Estimating Global Fish Biomass” available on this project’s website.
thing that is changed and the waste product is usually 0.7. The DEB approach was developed to model energy inputs, storage, energy allocation (to growth, somatic maintenance, reproduction), and waste outputs in individual fish. The big difference between the Wisconsin (Kitchell) and a DEB model is that in a DEB, the energy allocated towards growth and reproduction can be adjusted according to fish species and size.

Models have recently been developed to determine the fate of aquaculture waste products and potential impacts on local benthic areas and downstream. The models look similar to the bioenergetic models; however, in this case the biomass (fish weight), growth rate, and food availability terms are known and the model incorporates a benthic component. DEPOMOD models the deposition and biological effects of solid wastes by tracking the waste as particles to see the fate of the waste (i.e. advection, settling, resuspension, etc.), and then incorporates a benthic component. The AQUA model incorporates different kinds of waste, and once solid waste reaches the bottom, the benthic community response is modeled.

Dr. Trueman gave two presentations focused on estimating carbon from fish—the first on using size-based macroecological models to estimate fish biomass and the second on using stable isotopes to estimate carbon from fish biomass estimates. First, the aim of size-based models is to predict biomass/abundance through an ecosystem as a function of body size and primary production. Using this model, you can estimate how energy is divided between trophic levels assuming community is size-structured. The advantages for using this method include simplification (easy to understand), ease of coupling to GCM models, and there are large data sets of body size to validate against. The key variables can be constrained a bit with relatively simple field data, and these include available primary production, temperature-dependent consumer metabolic rate, predator prey mass ratio (PPMR), and trophic transfer efficiency (TE). Typically, consumer production depends on body size and temperature. Additionally, biomass size spectrum depends on PPMR and transfer efficiency, whereby at high PPMR/constant TE and High TE/constant PPMR, there is a short food chain and a lot of energy goes through small low trophic animals. Some examples using these types of models include

From Wilson et al. 2009. However, as described earlier, TE and PPMR are relatively poorly constrained and cause high uncertainty in the model. But these models can be used to get approximate or range of carbon flux estimates. The models essentially track the remaining carbon after respiratory loss, and the 1-TE term in the model effectively sets available carbon for storage.

One other potential method for estimating carbon flux from fish biomass is via stable isotopes. Isotopes useful for tracking movement of carbon where this occurs across natural isotopic gradients. Isotopes can be used to determine the PPMR due to the effect of isotopes in eating vs. waste products. And then if biomass size spectrum is known, we can infer the TE or ask if the TE can link the measured PPMR. Community level analyses can also recover PPMR. Additionally, isotope analysis on fish otoliths can be used to measure metabolic rates in the field. Carbonate in the aragonite is sourced from DIC from surrounding water or from carbon respired, and the rate at which respiring dietary carbon is influenced on the isotopic ratio. Additionally, oxygen isotopes in the otolith can be used to derive temperature (thermal history) and therefore metabolic rates. This method is beneficial in estimating field metabolic rates in fish that are difficult to collect and maintain in the laboratory for traditional metabolic experiments (i.e., DVM mesopelagic fish). Combined with biomass data, isotopes could be used to quantify C flux.

Forms of Carbon

Presentations by Joe Salisbury, Rod Wilson, Grace Saba, and Santiago Hernández-León

Dr. Salisbury’s presentation was focused on whether or not the carbon removed from fishing/harvesting activities is a significant loss of carbon. The particulate organic carbon (POC) in ocean fish is brought onto land where it oxidizes relatively quickly. Similarly, consumption of fish stocks by birds is on the same order of magnitude as global fishing effort. Once consumed, they respire this POC directly into the atmosphere, potentially lowering seawater dissolved inorganic carbon and pCO₂. However, bird feces released back into the water may add some of this carbon back but at a lower carbon-to-nitrogen ratio. Preliminary simplified calculations of this potential carbon loss from wild fish and aquacultured products is comparable to about ~10-15% of the coastal air-sea flux (0.2-0.4 Pg/yr vs. ~0.3-0.4 Pg/yr).

Dr. Rod Wilson suggests that fish are a major producer of new calcium carbonate, CaCO₃. Fish calcium carbonate is not skeletal in origin (bone is actually calcium phosphate), but is instead produced in the gut via osmoregulation physiology. They live in a very salty environment but they have a blood osmolarity of ~330 mOsm/kg. Marine teleosts are constantly suffering or tending towards dehydration, and the only thing they can drink is seawater. Seawater ions are high in magnesium and calcium. As these ions are moving through the fish intestine, they are secreting bicarbonate which promotes calcium carbonate production. The calcium carbonate gets wrapped in a mucus coating and then excreted, along with some magnesium precipitates. Conservative estimates of fish
CaCO₃ production equal 40-110 million tonnes/year (0.04-0.11 Pg CaCO₃-c/year = 3 to 15% of global CaCO₃ production. Less conservative, but likely more realistic estimates are 3x greater (9-45% of global CaCO₃ production). And in a warmer, higher CO₂ future (+ 4°C/1000uatm CO₂), fish CaCO₃ production could be >70% higher. The rate at which calcium carbonate is produced is proportional to feeding rates, whereby the mean production rate of CaCO₃ in feeding fish is 10x higher than starved fish. Additionally, fecal CaCO₃ content can affect the sinking rate of fecal pellets, whereby higher CaCO₃ content leads to faster sinking rates. But once excreted, the fish carbonates dissolve rapidly, which can add alkalinity to seawater and as such may explain the reason why surface ocean alkalinity is higher than would be expected based solely on salinity estimates. Furthermore, DVM mesopelagic fish may drive an “alkalinity pump” through their vertical movements while excreting CaCO₃.

Dr. Saba described the body of work focused on fecal pellet flux measurements in zooplankton, and that lessons learned here can be applied to fish flux measurements. There has been much work focused on many different types of zooplankton, and the surface zooplankton community composition plays a big role in the types and sizes of pellets produced and how much carbon is entrained in them. For instance, gelatinous salps produce pellets that are larger and sink more rapidly compared to those produced from other zooplankton such as krill and copepods. The quality of pellets also depend on what the zooplankton were feeding on. There has been much less research focused on fish fecal pellet production and carbon flux. However, fish likely are important exporters too (i.e., northern anchovy fecal pellet sinking rates of 458 – 1370 m/d). Fish create very distinctive and well-packed fecal pellets (high in carbon and nitrogen) likely with minimal remineralization as they sink. Approaches used and challenges in measuring fecal pellet flux were also discussed. Sediment traps can directly collect sinking material in a location, but they miss most of the fish flux due to the heterogeneity of fish movements and distributions. Lab and field studies can directly measure pellet production and sinking rates, but likely fail to reflect in situ feeding conditions and may bias rate measurements. Bioenergetic and allometric modeling techniques can be used, but assumptions have to be made to constrain measurements.

Dr. Hernandez-Leon’s presentation focused on the relationship between respiration rates and electron transfer system (ETS) activity in fishes in relation to swimming activity. ETS activity is used as a proxy for respiration and is used for deep sea fish because it is experimentally difficult to measure true respiration in these fishes from laboratory experiments conducted at surface conditions. However, initial laboratory experiments need to be carried out to determine relationships between respiration and swimming speed. From acoustic approaches, the upward and downward velocities of DVM can be determined for a migration time (1-2 hours). And using an example species in the lab with swim flume techniques, the respiratory/ETS ratios can be determined at different swimming speeds.
Approach for comparisons of Fish C Flux to Total and Zooplankton Flux

Presentations by Deborah Steinberg, Santiago Hernández-León, and John Dunne followed by discussion

Dr. Debbie Steinberg presented recent research focused on zooplankton and the biological carbon pump as a basis to start thinking about comparisons with fish. She pointed to a recent review paper that reviews what we know so far regarding zooplankton and their role in the biological pump (Steinberg and Landry 2017). Recent zooplankton research suggests carcasses play an important role in carbon flux, but it is difficult to measure so there are a lot of unknowns. Active transport through vertical migration is also an important mode of bringing excreted DOC, egested POC/PIC, and respired CO2 to depths after feeding at the surface during the nighttime. The magnitude of active transport in DVM zooplankton can also be estimated because we can directly determine biomass (net tows, acoustics, etc.) and then derive carbon flux through respiration measurements (direct, ETS, Allometric/size-based algorithms of metabolism) and POC/PIC flux estimates. With respect to the fecal pellets, community size structure is very important in determining the magnitude. And recent work using long-term data sets suggests that temperature and changing zooplankton distributions and diversity play important roles in regulating carbon flux. As ocean warms, smaller tropical/subtropical species move poleward, increasing diversity. These smaller zooplankton produce pellets that have long residence times in the surface, effectively decreasing the flux of particulate C to the deep. In regions such as BATS, however, there have been observed increases in zooplankton active transport and fecal pellet production as a result of increases in biomass.

In order to make comparisons between zooplankton and fish, we need more information on fish fecal material (classify for taxa, measure production and sinking rates with respect to feeding rates and size, respectively), fish respiration rates, PIC production/dissolution rates. We will also need global carbon export models that can be used to look at relative contributions of fish and zooplankton fluxes.

Dr. Santiago Hernández-León presented work from recent cruises that compared zooplankton and micronekton active flux. There are currently very few studies (two published) with direct zooplankton and fish comparisons. Their research team employed net tows to

From Steinberg and Landry 2017.

From Dr. Hernández-León presentation “Zooplankton and Micronekton Active Flux” available on this project’s website (Sourced from Ariza et al. 2015).
measure biomass and abundance and ETS activity for respiration measurement of zooplankton and micronekton in the Atlantic Ocean from coast of Brazil to the Canary Islands and get a gradient from oligotrophic to eutrophic zones (MAFIA cruise). Through these methods, they determined the proportion of respiratory flux to migrant biomass. However, he noted that capture efficiency of micronekton trawls likely underestimated active flux contributions.

Dr. John Dunne presented past and current efforts of modeling primary production to ecosystems and particle export. His work used empirical and mechanistic models to determine particle export ratio (Dunne et al., 2005). He suggested that any of these methods are considered successful if they come out with 50% or less uncertainty particle export. Additionally, Dunne et al. 2007 conducted a synthesis of global particle export from the surface ocean and cycling through the ocean interior and on the seafloor. The particle export estimates converge quite a bit because uncertainty has to do with temperature and microbial activity. An effort by Laws et al. 2011 used simplified equations to estimate ratios and produced better estimates in the tropics. Finally, Devries and Weber 2017 combined data simulation with geochemistry and satellite estimates through an ecosystem model and came up with a cross calibrated representation to account for sinking particle flux and attenuation.

**Next Steps:**

Planned products resulting from this workshop and ongoing working group efforts include two peer-reviewed manuscripts focused on the synthesis of fish carbon flux research and a quantitative analysis of fish carbon flux.